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(ABSTRACT)

In project or program planning, a Gantt or PERT chart is usually employed as a

graphical representation of schedule for activites. Planners utilize this chart in per-

forming analyses such as the Critical Path Method (CPM) and Program Evaluation and

Review Technique (PERT). Very little effort, however, has been devoted to the formu-

lation of activity networks, which is the initial step before aforementioned analyses. This

research addresses this problem by developing a systematic methodology to aid in the

identification and rapid structuring of a system of activities.

The theoretical foundation of the methodology is based on Interpretive Structural

Modeling (ISM). It consists of seven basic steps: (l) identifying the activites in the set;

(2) identifying the set of relation statements; (3)identifying the initial input; (4) estab-

lishing a transitive inference mechanism based upon previous responses; (5) generating

a logical combination of relationships based on previous responses; (6) storing the re-

lationship for each pair of activities in a relation matrix; and (7) outputting the re-

lationships in the form of a simplified Gantt chart.

. The merits of applying this methodology include (1) efficiency in activity structuring

and (2) avoidance of illogical and inconsistent sequential relationship specifications. A



l
"Business Appreciation" example is used in illustrating the application of this method- 1

ology. It reveals that 85% of a total of 120 possible sequential activity relationships can

be deduced without asking for information from the user. In general, over 57% of the
sequential relationships can be inferred without input by the user.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Activity scheduling is one of the most important tools for determining how resources
should be integrated in project or program planning} The schedule is ususally displayed

in the form of a Gantt or PERT chart. Gantt (or bar) charts are most commonly used

for exhibiting program progress or defining specific work tasks required to accomplish
an objective (see Fig. 1). They detail the duration and scheduled dates for start and ’

finish. They give little information, however, on the interdependencies of the activities}
On the other hand, a PERT chart conveys these interdependencies through the con-

struction of networks3 (see Fig. 2). Still, the relative times for start and finish are not

as clear when compared with the Gantt chart!

1 So, Frank S.; Stollman, Israel; Beal, Frank and Amold, David S. The Practice of Local Government
j

Planning. International City Management Association, Washington, D.C., 1979, pp. 62-63. j
3 Kerzner, Harold. Project Management - A Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Controlling,

j
Second Edition. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, New York, 1984, p.641.3

Kerzner, p. 604.
‘ "SuperProject Plus, 10 Minute Guide,'° SuperProject Plus, First Edition, January 1986. Computer As-

sociates Intemational, Inc., California, 1986, p. 20.
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Figure 1. Schematic of a Gantt Chart
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1
A Gantt or PERT chart is a model of the progress of a project or program. Prior

to the formulation of either, one has to work out the system of connections of activities

intuitively. All-too·often the large number of activities involved and the large number

of interactions among these activities create a high degree of complexity for such an
undertaking.

An objective in activity scheduling is that of transforming unclear, poorly articulated
perceptions of elements into visible, well-defined structures useful for future purposes.
This process requires an understanding of the structure associated with complex systems.
It thus seems desirable that some methodology be developed which would assist in
identifying structure within a system, and doing so in a quick and efficient manner. The
methodology also should help avoid mistakes and oversights, yet be flexible enough to
allow for modification of inputs.

l.l Purpose and Objective of this Study

The purpose of this research is to develop a systematic methodology to aid in the
identification and rapid structuring of a system of activities undertaken in a problem
solving effort. The scope of the relationships considered is restricted to the relative se·
quencing of the activities, rather than a more detailed timing. In other words, the con-
cern is for whether activity A starts before B, rather than whether A starts, say, 8 months

before B.

The user’s task is to identify the sequential’ relationship between each pair of ^’con—

secutively numbered ” activities in a system. The sequential relationships for the re- j.....i l
5 Following in order of time, without reflecting the interrelationships between activities.

1. INTRODUCTION 4 {



maining pairs of activities are to be deduced based on logical reasoning. In the case that
deduction is impossible, logical reasoning is to be employed to eliminate some possibil-

ities about the sequential relationship between the activity pair. Upon the complete

determination of" these relationships, a simplified‘ Gantt chart will be output to depict

the situation. The intent of the entire process then is to transform unclear, poorly ar-

ticulated systems of activities into well-defined and logically related ones and present
them pictorially.

The objectives of this study thus can be_ summarized as:

1. to develop a methodology that will facilitate rapid user identification of the sequen-

tial relationships between activities undertaken in a planning endeavour.

2. to generate a simplified Gantt chart which portrays the sequential relationships
graphically.

1.2 Rationale t

Activity schedules are invaluable for projecting time·phased resource utilization re-
quirements as well as providing a basis for visually checking performance. The ability

to perceive the sequential relationships among activities in order to facilitate the allo-
cation of available resources is imperative in today’s world of scarce resources.

When a large system of activities is involved, as in multi- disciplinary projects or'

programs, it is commonplace that considerable time and effort is spent in specifying the !connections between the various activities. Mistakes and inconsistencies also are com- M
‘ One that outlines the sequential relationships among activities without detailing t.he duration and scheduled

dates for start and finish for any activity.
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monplace. It is relatively easy to overlook necessary connections and/or to make some I

which later turn out to be inappropriate.

The methodology proposed here helps overcome the first problem in that in many
instances the relationships need not be input by the user but can be deduced using log-

ical reasoning. Mistakes and inconsistencies also can be avoided if previously - specified
connections are used to structure the remaining ones.

It is important to note that a particular emphasis in this research is on "activities"
as represented by "ideas." These we assume are generated in a preplanning, strategic

planning or prototype problem solving stage which eventually leads to more detailed

planning. The emphasis in the former stages, however, is in visualizing the ideas and
seeing how they might be employed in an approximate sequential fashion over time.

To illustrate, ifwe were just starting to think about a certain local transportation prob-

lem, we might come up with the ideas:
{1} use a bus-on-rail system
{2} have citizens design their own participation mechanism.

(
The latter idea would have to start before the former, and probably would continue past

it. At this point in the process, however, it is too early to try to assign times to these
ideas. This, then, is the reason for the focus in this paper on the temporal sequence of
activities rather than on timing.

l
The methodology proposed here can be adopted rather simply, however, to gather

and utilize timing information. This would lead to more specific Gantt charts and even
Ito PERT chartdevelopment.I

1. INTRODUCTION 6 I
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1
1.3 Procedure

To accomplish the above objective, we first will review the relevant literature, then
set Out the methodology and associated theory in detail. Lastly, a computer program
will be written to implement the methodology developed. The entire process will be done
in the context of an example activity set dealing with the development of a human ser-

vices information and referral system for a region. The following chapter will focus on
a large scale application where ”activities" are ideas for the Town of Blacksburg to show
appreciation to businesses for their help in making the Town what it is. The last chapter
will highlight the results, conclusions, and future research directions based on the theo-
ries and applications.

1
— 1
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2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Four integrated project management techniques have come into prorninence since
World War Il. Among them, the Gantt chart has long been employed in industry. Next

to it is the "line of balance," which was introduced in l94l.’ As the complexity and scale
of projects increased, successful management required careful planning, scheduling, and
coordination of numerous interrelated activities. The Critical Path Method (CPM) and
Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) came into existence in the late

1950s* to help in these endeavours.

Descriptions and illustrations of the use of the Gantt chart, CPM , and PERT in
project management are readily available. A few of the appropriate referencesincludez-•

A Systems View of Development - Methodology of Systems Engineering and Man- I

agement, by Donald Drew and Charng-Homg I—lsieh° I
‘_’”"" I
" Kerzner, p. 601. I

* Hillier, Frederick S. and Lieberman, Gerald J. Introduction to Operations Research, Fourth Edition.
I

1~1o1dea—Day. Inc., Oakland, Catiromia, 1986, p. 310. ,

° Drew, Donald R. and Hsieh Chamg-l-lomg. A Systems View of Development ~ Methodology of Systems
Engineering and Management. Cheng Yang Publishing Company, Taipei, Rep. of China, 1984. I

2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 8 I
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I
• Analytic Techniques in Urban and Regional Planning, by John Dickey & Thomas }

Watt*° 1

• Introduction to Operations Research, by Frederick Hillier and Gerald Lieberman‘*

• Project Management · A Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Control-

ling, by Harold Kerzner*2

These references all focus on the analysis of a system of activities in planning and

project management based on the assumption that the user has already structured the

activities. The initial step of formulating the system of activities has been emphasized

by only a few researchers. Among them, the technique of interpretive structural mod-

eling (ISM) is advocated.
The term interpretive structural modeling is used here to refer to the systematic application of some

_ elementary notions of graph theory in such a way that theoretical, conceptual, and computational
leverage is exploited to efficiently construct a directcd graph,*2 or network representation, of the
complex pattem of a contextual relationship among a set of elements.*‘* *5

*° Dickey, John W. and Watts, Thomas M. Analytic Techniques in Urban and Regional Planning — With
Applications in Public Administration and Affairs. McGraw Hill Book Company, New York, 1978.

** Hillier.
*2 Kerzner.
*2 An irreflexive relation; Sage, Andrew P. Methodology for Large Scale Systems. McGraw Hill Book

Company, New York, 1977, p. 95.
*‘ Sage, Andrew P. Systems Engineering: Methodology & Applications. The Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers, Inc., New York, 1977, p. 70.
*5 Mathematical foundations of ISM can be found in Harary, F.; Norman, R. Z.; and Cartwright, D.

Structural Models: An Introduction to the Theory of Directed Graph:. Wiley, New York, 1965; as cited ‘
in Sage, Systems Engineering, p. 77.
The philosophical basis for the development of the ISM approach can be found in Warlield, J. N., "An
Assault on Complexity,’° Battelle Monogr. 3, Battelle Memorial Inst., Columbus, Ohio, April 1973; as
cited in Sage, Systems Engineering p. 77.
Conceptual and analytical details of the ISM process can be found in Warlield, J. N., "Structuring Com-
plex Systems," Batte/le Monogr. 4, Battelle Memorial Inst., Columbus, Ohio, April 1974; as cited in Sage,
Systems Engineering, p. 77.

2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 9
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I
The noteworthy contribution of the ISM procedure is that it operates without

priorknowledgeof the structure. The process is initiated by specifying an element set and a

transitive relational statement. An ”embedding" operation is then perforrned. The user

is requested to respond to a query like "is place a closer than place h from a specified

reference point? ”. In this example closer than represents the transitive relational state-

ment which operates on the elements a and b of the same set. A computer is employed

to keep track of the responses supplied by the user to provide implicit transitive infer- r

ences based upon previous responses, and to generate an efficient ordering of subsequent _

querries.
ISM is intended for use when it is desired to utilize systematic and logical thinking to approach a
complex issue. The objective is to expedite the process of creating a directed graph, or network which

I can be converted to a structural model, and then inspected and revised to capture the user’s best
perceptions of the situation.l° _

As mentioned by Sage," the interpretive structural modeling process transforms un-

clear, poorly articulated mental models of systems into visible, well-defned models useful

for many purposes.

Despite the existence of such an efficient modeling procedure, the present state of the

art in formulating the system of activities in a planning effort relies on a complete

knowledge of the sequential relationships for each and every pair of activities. In cases

involving large—scale plans or projects, particularly those with an innovative and/or

multi-disciplinary nature, the problem of structuring sequential relationships becomes I

manifest.
tI6 Sage, p. 72.

Memoaotogy for Large Scale syererrre. McGraw Hau Book Company, New York, 1977, p. 92.

2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 10
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A number of commercial software packages have been developed. An example is
SuperProject Plus.“‘ Project management using PERT and Gantt charts has been in-
cluded. Whenever a user creates a PERT chart, its counterpart -- a Gantt chart —- will
be created automatically. In formulating the sequential relationships, the user inputs the-
duration and the scheduled start date for each activity. This is possible as far as the user
can completely define these temporal relationships.

There appears to be an absence of software that utilizes the interpretive structural
modeling technique in formulating the sequential relationships among activities in the
fields of planning and project management. Research efforts geared towards the use of
ISM in these areas thus would certainly benefit planners in visualizing the complex
interrelationships among activities in large-scale or innovative endeavours.

** SuperProject Plus, First Edition, January 1986. Computer Associates Intemational, Inc., California,1986.

2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ll
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3. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY _

3.1 Theory
3.1.1 Mathematical Concepts

An understanding of two key mathematical concepts is important before delving into
the theoretical background of interpretive structural modeling as applied to scheduling
of activities. A "relation" is an ordered pairing of the elements from one set with the
elements of another. A binary relation is a particular one in which the first and the
second sets are the same set.‘° An example of a binary relation involving the set of in-

tegers would be a comparison of the magnitudes of the integers, depending on which one

was greater than another.

There are three important properties associated with a binary relation, namely:

reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity.*° Not every binary relation possesses all these
properties, and in ISM only transitivity is relevant. A relation, R, is transitive if when

n

1* West, Beverly H.; Griesbach, Ellen N.; Taylor, Jerry D. and Taylor, Louise T. The Prentice-Hall Ency-
clopedia of Mathematics. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1982, p. 452.

*° Wesl-• PP. 453-455.

3. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY 12



aRb is true and bRc is true, then aRc is also true. Again we can consider the example
of integers. Let a, b and c be any three elements in the set of integers and the binary

relation be greater than. If a is greater than b and b is greater than c, then the statement
”a is greater than c" is an obviously true conclusion.

3.].2 Concepts of the Modüied ISM as Applied to Activity Scheduling

Conventionally, ISM is initiated by specifying an activity set and a transitive rela-

tional statement. The user is requested to respond to a query with regard to the presence

or absence of the relation between selected pairs of activities. A computer is employed

to record the responses supplied by the user (which are explicit entries to the relation
matrix2‘ ), to provide implicit transitive inferences based upon previous responses, and

to generate queries For pairs of activities for which no transitive inference can be made

with regard to the relation statement.

In structuring the sequential relationships of activities in a project, the user may have

more than a single relation statement to select (Illustrated later). Moreover, not all the

relations may be "uniquely" transitive. This complexity, however, has not hampered the

application of ISM.

The logical reasoning behind a "modüied" ISM is based on transivity. Transivity

includes unique transitivity and multiple transitivity. Unique transitivity means a definite

inference can be made on the sequential relationship of two activities. Multiple transi-

tivity means that a sole inference about the sequential relationship of two activities can-

2* A table in which the relationship for each and every pair of activities is recorded. The row and column
Indices are the activity identilications while an entry in the matrix represents the case possibility of an ac·
tivity having the column Index with respect to (w.r.t.) that having the row index. For instance: [1,2] in the
relation matrix indicates the case possibility of activity {2} w.r.t. activity {1}.

l
3. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY
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not be made, but a reduced subset can. In the case of "multipIe” transitivity, the

computer can be used to generate allowable logical combinations of relationships, based

on previous responses, for pairs of activities for which no sole inference is possible (i.e.,

unique transitivity is inapplicable).

An example of unique transitivity is (for the terminology, see Section 3.2.2):

Activity {1} starts and ends before activity {2} starts.

Activity {2} starts and ends before activity {3} starts.

Therefore, ”activity {1} starts and ends before activity {3} starts" is a unique in-

ference. Their sequential relationships are shown in Fig. 3.

Activity {1} Activity {2} Activity {3}

Figure 3. An Example of Unique Transitivity: Schematic Layout of the Sequential Relationships of
Activities.

As an example of multiple transitivity:
Activity {1} starts and ends before activity {2} starts.

Activity {2} starts during activity {3} and ends before activity {3} ends.

There are five possibilities for the sequential relationship of activity {3} with re-

spect to (w.r.t.) activity {1} and therefore no sole inference is possible. These tive pos-

sible cases are shown in Fig. 4.

3. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY 14



Activity {l} Activity {2}

Activity {3}

Activity {3} _

Activity {3}
E

Activity {3}
Activity {3}

Legend :—
——-· —- Possible Case for Activity {3} _

Figure 4. An Example of Multiple Transitivity: Schematic Layout of the Sequential Relationships of
Activities.

I
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3.2 Methodology

The modified ISM methodology proposed here consists of the following seven basic
steps:

n

l. identify the activities in the set

2. identify the set of relation statements

3. identify the initial input

4. establish a transitive inference mechanism based upon previous responses

5. generate a logical combination of relationships based on previous responses to guide
the user in formulating subsequent sequential relationships for the other pairs of
activities

6. store the relationship for each pair of activities in a relation matrix

7. output the relationships in the form of a simplified Gantt chart

The entire process of the methodology is diagrammed in Fig. 5.

3. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY I6



ldentify ldentify the Initial Identify the
Activities in Set of Relation
the Set Input Statements

Establish a Transitive
Inference Mechanism

Generate a Logical
Combination of Relations
for Guidancc

Store Relationships in
a Relation Matrix

Output Simplilied
Gamt Chart

Figure 5. Flow Chart of Modiüed ISM Methodology
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All steps are generic to the task of activity scheduling. A computer program has been
written to implement the methodology. In the man-machine environment, activities in
the project have to be numbered consecutively, starting from 1. The sequential re-
lationship between a pair of activities is referenced to the lower—numbered one.

In subsequent discussions in this section, an example will be used to illustrate the
application of the theory and the methodology in structuring the sequential relationships
among activities in a program. As a demonstration, a program for setting up a social
services information and referral (I & R) system in a region will be employed.

3.2.1 Identfy the Activities in the Set

Nine activities have been considered as pertinent to the setting up of an information
and referral system in a region. They include:

{1} develop an application for data collection funds from the state welfare
agency.

{2} apply for data collection funds.
{3} undertake data collection and the prototype experiment.

{4} develop a study report, operating manuals, etc,.

{5} use available funds to design an I & R system and the prototype experiment.
{6} purchase equipment and material needed for a full-scale I & R system.
{7} develop an application for personnel funds from the federal health agency.
{8} apply for personnel funds.
{9} hirepersonnel,1

l

3, THEORY AND METHOÜOLOGY 18



3.2.2 Identjy the set of relation statements

Let us start by exploring the sequential relationship between activities {1} and {2}.
Their relative start and finish times first are specified. There are five possibilities for
which activity {2} can start relative to activity {1} (see top row of Table 1). Activity {2}
can start before activity {1} starts (designated by b {1} s); at the same time that (or
”when") activity {1} starts (designated by w {1} s); and so on. Now, in conjunction with
each of these situations, there are various possibilities for when activity {2} can end rel-
ative to activity {1}. As shown in Table 1, five cases can result when {2} starts before

{1} starts; three cases when {2} starts either when {1} starts or during {1}, and exactly

one when {2} starts either when {1} ends or after {1} ends. Consequentially, there are
thirteen possible sequential relationships for activity {2} with respect to (w.r.t.) activity

{1}. These are summarized in Table 1 and diagrammed in Fig. 6.

Each of these 13 cases is numbered and is an element in the set of relation statements.
Eeferring to the example, the activity "apply for data collection funds” (activity 2) can
start only when "develop an application for data collection funds from the state welfare
agency" (activity 1) ends; which corresponds to a case code of 12. In the relation matrix
in Table 2, the entry of the number 12 in cell [1,2] reflects the case code for activity {2}
w.r.t. activity {1}.

I

I
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I
( 1

° 1
Table 1. Possible Sequential Relationships Between Two Activities {1} and {2}

{2} Starts

b{l}s w{l}s d{1} w{l}e “{l}°

(1)
b{l}s

(2)
w{l}s

(5)(3) (4){2} Ends dn} dn} d{1} •
<6> <v> ,,1%w{l}e w{l}e

<¤> <w> 0 0
<12>Note:
b{l}s = before activity {1} starts
w{1}s = when activity {1} starts
d{l} = during activity {I} (in the middle)
w{l}e = when activity {1} ends
a{l}e = after activity {l}_ends

‘ (1) = case code for the 13 case possibilities
For a graphical representation of the 13 case possibilities, see Fig. 6.

3. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY 20



case code

1 ........L.,..... ....__;_____„
2 1 1 I '

3 ......;_...
4 I „
3...1..7

.......L.....
‘9

..
—;L•IO ......;...

i l I "

1 2 l • Z .

13 ———————‘ ---2

Time --·—- >

Figure 6. Schematic of Thirteen Possible Sequential Relationships Between Two Activities
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l
Table 2. Relation Matrix for the Example of Setting up an l & R System

Illlll 3 ll
l2 I3 l3 13

¤
I3 I3

--. *3 *3 3 *3 ll *3
-III *3 Ill 3 *3
-IIlII 3 IllKIIIII *3 l *3 *3
IIIIIIII 3 E3 IIIIlII~3_IIIIIIII *3
IIIIIIIIIINote:

Numbers in the table represent the case codes for the l3 possible relationships.
A blank indicates that the relationship is symmetrical.

3. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY
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In the context oF the modified ISM, transitivity encompasses unique transitivity and

multiple transitivity. Unique transitivity means a definite inference can be made on

thesequentialrelationship between two activities. For instance, the activity "apply For per-

sonnel Funds" {8} w.r.t. "develop an application For personnel Funds From the Federal
health agency" {7} is case I3 since the latter must start and end beFore the Former event

starts. Moreover, "hire personnel" {9} w.r.t. ”apply For personnel Funds" {8} also is case

13. Applying transitive inFerence, ”hire personnel" {9} w.r.t. "develop an application For
personnel Funds From the Federal health agency" {7} should also be case 13. This case

number thus is recorded in entry [7,9] in the relation matrix. In the case of multiple

transitivity, a sole inference about the sequential relationship oF a pair oF activities can-
not be made From the knowledge oF the sequential relationships 0F two previous pairs

0F activities. In this situation, however, a number of possible sequential relationships
(i.e., usually less than 13 total case relationships) can be identified based on the se-

quential relationship For previous pairs oF activities. These limited possible cases serve
as guidance For the user to structure and input the sequential relationships For subse-
quent pairs oF activities. A concrete illustration will be given in Section 3.2.5.

3.2.3 Identfy the Initial Input

The next step in the process is to request oF the user the initial sequential relation-
ships For consecutively numbered activities. In the example, the necessary sequential

. relationships to be input by the user thus are:

{2} w.r.t. {1} . ·
. {3} w.r.t. {2}

{4} w.r.t. {3}

3. T1-uzokv AND METHODOLOGY 23
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{5} W.r.t. {4}

{6} w.r.t. {5}

{7} w.r.t. {6}

{8} w.r.t. {7}
{9} w.r.t. {8}

These correspond to entries with an 'x’, in Table 3, which are the elements on the first
of’f’-diagonal in the relation matrix (i.e. entries [1,2]; [2,3]; [3,4]; [4,5]; [5,6]; [6,7]; [7,8];

[8,9]). Many of the entries f'or the remaining cells in the relation matrix can be deduced;

if" not, the user is requested to input their relationships directly. Table 3 gives a pictorial

summary.

3. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY ' 24
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Table 3. Relationship Between Any Two Activities in the System

Activity IIKIIIIKK 7 IHKÄÄIZIIII e El e e e eÄXÄIZIIÄÄKKÄII3 IZIZIZIIÄEIKÄÄ
lZIZlZIZ§ >< ÄKÄ

7 >< ><
lZlZ§IZIZ§lZ§Ä

Note:

> no input is required due to symmetry
x initial input of relationship between two consecutively numbered activities
(I) relationship might be deduced or else input by user
A relationship might be deduced in whole or part, or else input by user
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3.2.4 Establish a Transitive Inference Mechanism

Utilizing transitive inference, we can sometimes deduce the sequential relationship
between the subsequent pair of activities from the defined relationships of the two pre-
vious pairs of activities. This process is initialized with the pairs (1,2) and (2,3). An
attempt is made to infer the relationship of the pair (1,3), based on the fact that re-
lationships for the first two pairs are initial input in the process. Whether the relation-
ship of (1,3) is deducible or not, it has to be defined before the user can proceed to the

next entry, [1,4]. The same principle is applied here, where the known relationships of

(1,3) and (3,4) are utilized to try to infer the relationship for the pair (1,4). As an ex-

ample of the process, let us look at "apply for personnel funds" (activity 8) w.r.t. "de·

velop an application for data collection funds from the state welfare agency" (activity
1). This is case 13 since {1} starts and ends before {8} starts. Now "hire personnel "

(activity 9) w.r.t. ”apply for personnel funds " (activity 8) also is case 13 since {8} starts

and ends before {9}. Based on the transitive property of these cases, "hire personnel ”

(activity 9) w.r.t. "develop an application for data collection funds from the state welfare
agency" (activity 1) is inferred to be case 13, and is entered in the [1,9] position in the

relation matrix in Table 2.

Table 4 has been set up to facilitate the structuring of relationships among activities
with any combination of the 13 case possibilities for two known pairs of activities. Each

row represents a case possibility for {2} w.r.t. {1}, while a column is for {3} w.r.t. {2}.

An entry in the table represents the resultant relationship inferred for the pair (1,3). A
zero entry signifies inference is impossible, so the user has to input the sequential re-

lationship directly.
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Table 4. lnferred Case Codes for Relationships Between 'l\v¤ Activities

{3}w.r.t.{2}

. 7 13
{2}w.r.t.{l}
ÄÄIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllll 3 Illl 3 Illl 3 Illlll3 llllll 3 Ill! 3 llllllllllllijllllllll 3 llll 3 IIIIEI 33 33
lillllll 33 $*3133 3 3 IIHHIIIIHIIIIII3 333333333 II 3 3 Illlllllllll 33 33
lililllülllllllllllllßlllllljilllllllllllllblllllllßllll 33 33
IÄIIIIIIIIIIIIIIZIIIIIIIIII 33 33
jlullllllll 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33

I3 I3 l3 l3 I3 l3 l3 I3 l3
Note: Numbers in the table represcnt the case codes for the ‘l3 possible relationships.
A zero indicates that a deduction is impossible and user input of the sequential re-
lationship between activites {1} and {3} is required

3. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY
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Table 5 has been constructed to enhance the utility of the transitive inference tech-
nique, with the intent of deducing the relationship of (2,4) when relationships for the
previous pairs (1,2) and (1,4) are known. For instance, "undertake data collection and
the prototype experiment" (activity 3) starts when "apply for data collection funds" (ac-
tivity 2) ends (i.e., case 12); and "use available funds to design an I & R system and the
prototype experiment" (activity 5) starts before ”apply for data collection funds" (activity
2) and ends during it (i.e., case 3). It is obvious that "use available funds to design an

r I & R system and the prototype experiment" (activity 5) can only start and finish before
"undertake data collection and the prototype experiment" (activity 3); leading to case 1.
Symbolically, the relation for (2,3) is case 12 (see row 12 of Table 5) and that for (2,5)
is case 3 (see column 3 of Table 5). From these, the relation (3,5) is inferred to be case

1 (see entry [12,3] of Table 5). However, the relationship of (3,5) cannot be inferred•
through Table 4; based on the known relationships (3,4) and (4,5). Thus Table 5 can

be used to supplement Table 4. To infer subsequent relationships of activities w.r.t. the
first one, only Table 4 can be utilized, as insufficient information is available to make
use of Table 5.

In summary, the initial input to the process is the sequential relationship for each
pair of consecutively numbered activities. The relationships of these activities w.r.t. the
others, except the first one, might be inferred via Tables 4 and 5; while that w.r.t. the first

l
one might only be inferred via Table 4. The logic behind this process has been di-
agrammed in Fig. 7.**

” $.2‘§§Z."L§r„“l‘€?.QÜ.lE‘$.€rt:.:.=2:¤:.·2::.::*:2:2;;*:;.2;m‘;;2‘:.s:2:;*1:;::::;.2.:*::22i.212;;:2:::
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Table S. lnferred Case Codes for Relationships Between Two Activities(SuppIemental) l

{3}w.r.t.{ 1}

7 13
{2}w.r.t.{l}

KXIIIIIIIIII 13 13 12 13 13 13 13 13
3 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 13 13

KXIIIIIIIIIIBIEIIIIIIIEIIII 13 13
IlllIlll!IEHllEIl!I!I!I
ll 3 II 3 3 Illlllllllll 13 13

3 33331313
3 3 3 IIHEIIEEIIIIII

Äillllll 33 313 13
ÄÄIIIIIIII 3 llll 3 IIIIII 12 13
ÄÄIIIIII 3 Il 3 3 Iilllllllllll13 Illlll 3 Illl 3 Illl 3 IIIIII13 llllllllllllllßll 1 [III!]

Note: Numbers in the table represent the case codes for the 13 possible relationships.
A zero indicates that a deduction is impossible and user input of the sequential re-
lationship between activites {2} and {3} is required
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I
Sequential Relationships
of Consecutively
Numbered Pairs of Inference Directly Input
Activities Mechanism by the User

(Black Box)
(Initial Input)

Relationships for
I

Remaining Pairs of
Activities No

Initial Possible Multiple
Input to be Transitivity

~ Inferred?

Yes
(Unique Transitivity)

Store in
Relation
Matrix ”

Figure 7. Flow Chart for Input of Sequential Relationships N
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3.2.5 Applying "Multiple Transitivity" to Generate a Logical Combination of Relationships

A count oF the number oF zero entries in Table 4 reveals 72 cases, out oF a total oF
I69, in which inFerence Fails. To Further relieve some oF the burden on the user in For-
mulating the sequential relationships among activities in these 72 cases, we call upon
certain logical combination oF relationships as a guide, via the process oF "multiple
transitivity." For instance, "purchase equipment and material needed For a Full—scale I I

& R system" (activity 6) w.r.t. "undertake data collection and the prototype experiment"
(activity 3) is case ll whereas ”develop an application For personnel Funds From the Fed-
eral health agency” (activity 7) w.r.t. ”purchase equipment and material needed For a
Full-scale I & R system" (activity 6) is case l. Out oF the 13 total case relationships For
(3,7)(see Fig. 8), only a limited number are possible; namely the Five: l, 2, 3, 6 and 9,

based on the Fact that "develop application For personnel Funds From the Federal health
agency" (activity 7) can start beFore or at the same time as "undertake data collection
and the prototype experiment" (activity 3) starts, or even during it. However, the latest
time For activity 7 to Finish is during activity 3 (i.e., {7} can Finish b{3}s, w{3}s, and

d{3}).

Providing the user with a logically limited subset oF relation statements For the pair
oF activities being studied can help considerably in the efficient Focusing oF the original
unclear image and the erection oF a welI—deFined one. Presented with the Five altematives
For {7} w.r.t. {3}, the user might decide that {7} will start and end beFore {3} starts. This
would be case 1.

3. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY
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1
11

Activity 3

Activity 6

Activity 7 (1)

Activity 7 (2)

Activity 7 (3)

Activity 7 (6)

Activity 7 (9)

Legend :-
-- —- Possible Case for Activity 7
(1) Possible Case Code ·

Figure 8. Possible Relationships for (3,7) Dedueed via Multiple Transitivity

1

1(
1
1
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3.2.6 Store the Relationship for Each Pair of Activities in a Relation Matribc

The overall methodology is employed beginning with the pair (1,3) and proceeds

across the other elements on the first row. It then continues with the elements on the

second row and so on, until a complete and clear description of the sequential relation-

ships among all activities has been established. As each relationship is established, it is

then entered into the relation matrix.

3.2.7 Output Relationships in the Form of a Simplified Gantt Chart

In the final stage of the methodology the verbal description of the sequential re-

lationships among activities is transformed into a graphical representation. The output

of the relation matrix is in the form of a simplified Gantt chart, shown in Fig. 9. There

is no need to have any input in terms of specific start date and duration for any activity

concerned, as the purpose of this Gantt chart is simply to echo the rough mental image

of the user. Nevertheless, the chart depicts the sequential relationships among all the

activities and is a product of the transformation from an unclear, poorly articulated

mental model into a visible, well-defined model useful for further discussion and for an-

alyses such as CPM and PERT.
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4. APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY

This expanded example goes through the entire process of the methodology. It in-
volves the packaging of a set of ideas generated from The Idea Machine (TIM)? By

way of background, businesses in Blacksburg help provide a desirable environment for

the Town's citizens. The Town has an annual affair to show its appreciation to business.
However, the Director of Economic Development would like to make a change in format

for that occasion this year. The objective of the idea generation effort with TIM was
"to show the Town of Blacksburg's appreciation for business" in an innovative fashion.

4.1 Identify the Activities in the set

Listed below is the set of sixteen ideas generated via TIM. Under each is a shortened
description used as input in our methodology.

*3 Dickey, John W. and David Golay, "Generat.ing Alternative Financing Models for Urban Transportation:
An Application ofThe Idea Machine,” in Managing Urban Transportation as a Business, edited by Eric
Bers and Chris Hendrickson, American Society of Civil Engineers, New York, 1987.
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1. Establish a "Brain Trust" (perhaps called the ”Blacksburg Business Brain Trust")
(establish Brain Trust).

2. Have the Brain Trust help create an economic development program
(establish trust development program).

3. Develop and announce a program that fits in with the new job of the Director of
Economic Development
(establish program for economic development).

4. Have the Brain Trust help identify a symbol
(create trust development symbol).

5. Have the Brain Trust help identify a slogan
(create trust development slogan).

6. Employ the Town’s general operating Fund to sponsor the program
(use general Fund).

7. Request that the businesses themselves participate in financing the program
(request business funding).

8. Utilize the Town’s own TV station in making a video tape
(use town TV station).

9. Get old pictures and videos. Compare with current situation
(show old/new business video).
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10. Bring in a prominent personality (sex symbol?)

(invite personality visit).

ll. Develop a symbol of a vision of the future of business in the Town
(create symbol of future).

12. Thank businesspeople for the opportunity they have helped give us to have em-
ployment and income and still live in a relatively tranquil place, close to nature
(show thanks for nice place).

13. Introduce the slogan and the symbol

(create slogan for future).

14. Transform the video tape to 16mm movie format in order to display to a large au-
dience

‘ (transfer to 16 mm).

15. Display the video tape at any time upon request at the Town Municipal Building
(view at Municipal Building).

16. Present the video tape to prospective businesses
(show prospective businesses).

4.2 Identify the Set of Relation Statements

The thirteen possible relation statements shown in Table 1 are generic to any
idea/activity scheduling problem. They thus are used for this example application as

well. A sample of some of the possibilities for idea 2 w.r.t. idea l are presented below:
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"establish trust development program (Idea 2)" starts before "establish Brain Trust (Idea
l)” starts and ends before the latter starts -- case (1);

"establish trust development program (Idea 2)" starts before "establish Brain Trust (Idea
l)” starts and ends when the latter starts ·· case (2);

"establish trust development program (Idea 2)" starts during "establish Brain Trust (Idea
I)", and ends after the latter ends ·- case (I l);

"establish trust development program (Idea 2)" starts after "establish Brain Trust (Idea

l)” ends, and ends after the latter ends -- case (I3); ‘

The user has selected case 11 from above.

4.3 Identify the Initial Input

The user was requested to input the relationship of the second idea w.r.t. the first
idea; 3rd idea w.r.t. 2nd idea; ...; 16th idea w.r.t. 15th idea. Table 6 shows the entries in
the relation matrix at the 'end of this stage.
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Table 6. Relationship Matrix for the Example to Show the Town of Blacltsburg’s Appreeiation for

Business (Initial Input)

I3? Illlllll 7 BHNNE 77 BBE
3 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

-----
7
I----------_-----

7
I---------

HIIIIII 7

I--------
7

-------
I2
I--------I--------

7
I------ul--------

7 I-----IKIIEIIIIIIHIIIII

------------
7
I---73 IIIIIIIIIIIII 7 II

7

ul--------------
·

Note: Numbers in the table represent the case codes for the 13 possible relationships.A blank indicates that the relationship has neither been input nor deduced at this
stage.

I

I
„ I
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4.4 Establish a Transitive Inference Mechanism based upon Previous Responses

Tables 4 and 5 were employed after the relationships for all pairs of consecutively
numbered ideas had been entered. These two tables were used to infer the sequential
relationships of all other pairs of ideas, starting with the pair (1,3). In this instance,

unique inference failed, as the relation of (1,2) was ll (see Table 4, row ll) and the re-

lation (2,3) also was ll (see Table 4, column 11). This resulted in an entry of zero (see

Table 4, entry [11,11]). Before proceeding to the pair (1,4) in the relation matrix, the user

was requested to input the sequential relationship for (1,3) directly (see Section 4.5 be-
low).

There were three pairs of relationships which could not be inferred from the use of
Tables 4 and 5. They were (1,3), (2,4) and (8,13). Relationships for the pairs (9,13) and

(10,13) could not be inferred thorugh Table 4 but were deducible with the supplement

of Table 5.

4.5 Applying "Multip1e Transitivity" to generate a Logical Combination of Relationships

Upon failure to deduce uniquely the relationship for (1,3), the user was requested to
select a possible case from the set containing relationships 11, 12, and 13. A list of these

3 cases are:

"establish program for economic development (Idea 3)" starts during "establish Brain
Trust (Idea 1)”, and ends after the latter ends ·· case (1 1);

"establish program for economic development (Idea 3)" starts ·when "establish Brain .
Trust (Idea l)” ends, and ends after the latter ends -- case (12);
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"estab1ish program for economic development (Idea 3)” starts after ”establish Brain
Trust (Idea l)" ends, and ends after the Iatter ends —- case (13).

The user selected case 13. Similarly, for the relationship between (2,4), the user was

requested to choose one from a set containing: ll, 12 and 13. Again, the input was 13.
For the pair (8,13), the user was provided with a set of relationships with cases 9, 10,

and ll. The selection was 10.

4.6 Store the Relationship for Each Pair of Activities in a Relation Matrix

When each element in the relation matrix was obtained, it was irnrnediately stored

to facilitate inference and generation of the logical combinations of relationships for
guidence. The resultant overall relation matrix is presented in Table 7.

4.7 Output the Relationship in the Form of a Simplified Gantt Chart

The sequential structure of the whole set of ideas was output via a sirnplified Gantt
chart (see Fig. 10).

l
|

4. APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY
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Table 7. Relationship Matrix for tbe Example to Show the Town of Blacksburg's Appreciation for
Business

T6? llllll 7 BlhlßI3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3
2 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3
3 Q--mmmß I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3

7 7 7 I2 I2 I2 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3
7 7 I2 I2 I2 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3

7 I2 I2 I2 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3
7 --“-‘- I2 I2 I2 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3

---------

7 7 IIHEEEIII

----------

7 HHEEEE
-----------IlHEElIIlII

------------

7 EEEIII

-------------EEEE
E-------------

7 Ill!

---------------llB
E---------------

7

-----------------
Note: Numbers in the table represent the case codes for the I3 possible relationships.
A blank indicates that the relationship is symmetrical. Circled items are those in-
volving multiple transitivity.
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4.8 Provisions for Modifying Input
V

Other features have been included in the computer program to facilitate its use in
modifying the set of ideas. These features are :

• add new idea(s)

• modify re1ationship(s) among ideas

• modify descriptions of idea(s)

• delete idea(s)

A detailed description and demonstration of their uses is found in Appendix B.
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5. FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, FUTURE

RESEARCH

In the preceeding application there was a need for initial input of 15 sequential re-

lationships for all pairs of consecutively numbered ideas (see Table 6), as well as for

three other pairs of ideas to produce a complete knowledge of the sequential relation-

ships among- ideas. The total thus was 18. Without applying this methodology, the user

would have had to formulate 16*15/2 = 120 relationships among the sixteen ideas. We

thus were able to be extremely parsimonious, reducing the number of questions re-

quested of the user by (120-18)/120 = 0.85, or 85%. We also avoided many possible

illogical and inconsistent relation specifications, while still maintaining the capability to

modify later the answers to the questions. j

While the above comparison is just for one case, there is other evidence to highlight

the efficiency of this methodology in formulating sequential relationships among activ-

ities or ideas. By counting the number of zeros in Table 4, we find there are 72 cases,

out of a total of 169, where inference fails. In other words, in 97 cases out of 169, or

5. FINDINGS, CUNCLUSIONS, FUTURE RESEARCH
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l
57%, inf'erence will succeed. Table 5 also can contribute to the efiiciency of the infer~ I
ence mechanism by supplementing Table 4. The burden of structuring sequential re-

lationships among activities or ideas is thus anticipated to be relieved considerably, with

additional gains in consistency and exhaustiveness.

This research was triggered by a literature review which indicated that very little re-

search effort had been devoted to the area of' formulating sequential relationships among
I

activities in a project. In an era of large-scale and multi-disciplinary project involve-
· ments, activity scheduling becomes a challenging task. A systematic methodology which

transforms unclear mental images of' the set of“ activities into a visible and well-defined
model would certainly assist the plarmer in strategic planning, project planning and

· management. Moveover, the concept of activity scheduling can be extended to the

structuring of innovative ideas.

In the methodology described in this paper, a systematic approach has been to model

the sequential relationships among activities. The relative occurrence of activities is as-

sumed to be subject solely to constraints imposed by other activities (i.e., the inter-

actions). In reality, the objective of optimizing resource commitments may further

influence sequential relationships. In a more severe case, scheduling might be subject

to resource constraints. The problems inherent in many existing scheduling techniques

which do not consider limited or scarce resources have been documented in Davis,“ and

Davis and Patterson.” On the other hand, the incorporation of resource constraints in

· 1* Davis, Edward W., “Project Scheduling Under Resource Constraints ~ Historical Review and Categori-
zation of Procedures,” AIIE Transactions, Vol. 5, No. 4, December 1973.

1-* Davis, Edward W. and Patterson, James H., "A Comparison of Heuristic and Optimum Solutions
inäjgtgräe· Constrained Project Scheduling," Management Science, Vol. 21, No. 8, April 1975, pp. 1
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formulating the sequential relationships of activities certainly would complicate the de-
velopment of a systematic and comprehensive methodology.

The current computer program has the provision for constructing a detailed GanttI
chart when the formulation process has been completed. As mentioned in Chapter l, a

Gantt chart does not portray the interdependencies of activities in the system. A possi-

ble extension of the program would be to incorporate the construction of a PERT chart

as a supplement. This, as mentioned in the beginning, could be done with relatively little
effort. It would require asking the user about the timing (and possible variations

therein) of activities as well as their sequencing.
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Appendix A. An Example of a Computer Run



I
I
I

I
I

1 Start a New Network
° I

IDEA STRUCTURING MENU

1 START A NEW NETWORK

2 RETRIEVE AN EXISTINO NETWORK
U

3 LIST ALL IDEAS IN THE NETWORK

A CONTINUE INPUT RELATION ARRAY

5 ADD NEW IDEA(S>

6 MODIFY RELATIONSHIP(S) AMONG IDEAS
E

7 MODIFY DESCRIPTION OF IDEA<S)

B DELETE IDEA<S) _

9 MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEA(S)

10 MODIFY THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING IDEAS

11 PRINT GANTT CHART ONLY WHEN IDEAS ARE ALREADY STRUCTURED

12 OUTPUT IDEA RELATION ARRAY AND GANTT CHART AFTER STRUCTURING

13 OUTPUT A SUMMARY OF SEQUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS

1A SAVE INPUT DATA

9999 EXIT PROGRAM

Choose an option by entering the corresponding number: 1

Do you want to change your choice? Enter
“y" for yes and

"n“ for no: n

Enter the title for this idea structuring case. This at

most is AO characters: the "Business Appreciation" Example

Do you want to modify the title you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and

"n“ for no: n
Enter number of ideas, excluding dummy ideas, in the network

which must be greater than 2 and NOT greater than 100: 16

Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"

for yes and
"n“ for no: n

Idea description at most is 50 characters
Enter description for idea 1: establish Brain Trust

Do you want to modify the description you just entered?

Enter
“y” for yes and

"n“ for no: n
Enter description for idea 2: establish trust development program

Do you want to modi fy the descript ion you just ent ered?

Enter
'y“ for yes and "n“ for no: n

Enter description for idea 3: establish program for economic development

Do you want to modify the description you just entered?
‘

Enter
“y“ for yes and

"n“ for no: n
Enter description for idea A: create trust development symbol

Do you want to modify the description you just entered?

Enter
”y" for yes and

"n“ for no: n'
Enter description for idea 5: create trust development slogan
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Do you want to modify the description you just entered? T
Enter “y“ for yes and ”n“ for no: n
Enter description for idea 6: use g•n•ra1 fund
Do you want to modify the description you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter description for idea 7: request business funding
Do you want to modify the description you just entered?
Enter ”y“ for yes and “n“ for no: n
Enter description for idea 8: use town TV station
Do you want to modify the description you just entered?
Enter

"y“ for yes and 'n“ for no: n
Enter description for idea 9: show old/new businese video
Do you want to modify the description you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter description for idea 10: invite personality visit
Do you want to modify the description you just entered?
Enter “y” for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter description for idea 11: create symbol of future
Do you want to modify the description you just entered?
Enter ”y“ for yes and

”n“ for no: n
Enter description for idea 12: show thanks for nice place
Do you want to modify the description you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter description for idea 13: create slogan for future
Do you want to modify the description you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter description for idea 14: transfer to 16 mm
Do you want to modify the description you just entered?
Enter “y“ for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter description for idea 15: view at Municipal Building
Do you want to modify the description you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter description for idea 16: show prospective businesses
Do you want to modify the description you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n

If there is no preceeding idea, enter “none“
If there are more than one, list the identifications in
ascending order and separate each with only a comma
Enter the idea identification(s) which preceeds idea 1: none
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter the idea identificationts) which preceeds idea 2: 1
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter the idea identificationts) which preceeds idea 3: 2
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter the idea identification<s) which preceeds idea 4: 1
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter the idea identification(s) which preceeds idea 5: 1
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter the idea identificationtsl which preceeds idea 6: 3
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter the idea identification<s> which preceeds idea 7: 3
Do you want to modify the list~you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter the idea identification<s> which preceeds idea 6: none
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter the idea identification(s> which preceeds idea 9: 4,5,6,7
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
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Enter the idea identification(s) which preceeds idea 102 9
. Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
' Enter "y” for yes and ”n“ for non n

Enter the idea identification(s) which preceeds idea 112 4,9
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter "y” for yes and

”n“ for non n
Enter the idea identif1cation(s) which preceeds idea 122 9
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter “y“ for yes and ”n“ for non n
Enter the idea identification(s) which preceeds idea 132 5,9
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter 'y“ for yes and "n" for non n
Enter the idea ident1f1cat1on(s) which preceeds idea 142 9
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter "y” for yes and ”n' for non n
Enter the idea identification(s) which preceeds idea 152 9
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter "y” for yes and 'n“ for non n
Enter the idea identification(s) which preceeds Idea 162 9 ·
Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter

“y“ for yes and "n" for no2 n

Is there any dummy idea involved in the network? Enter "y”

for yes and "n" for no: n
Do you want to change the character you just entered? Enter"y” for yes and "n" for no2 n

Do you want to save your input? Enter
"y” or "n"2 y

Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y” or 'n”: n
Enter file name which is of DOS file types test1a.dat
Do you want to continue with the input of the relation
array? Enter "y” or "n": y
Do you want to•change your choice? Enter "y” or “h”l n
Number the ideas from 1 to the maximum number in the network
consecutively in its physical order as far as possible
Qbbreviation of the relationshipn-

bls • before idea 1 starts
wls ¤ when idea 1 starts
dl = during idea 1
wie ¤ when idea 1 ends
ale ¤ after idea 1 ends

There are 13 cases describing the relationship with regard to
start and finish between two ideas
Choose the case that represents the relationship between the
first and the second idea by entering the corresponding number
Q list of 13 cases are:-
Idea 2 starts 2 bis and Idea 2 ends 2 bls -· case (1)
Idea 2 starts 2 bls and Idea 2 ends 2 wIs —— case (2)
Idea 2 starts 2 bls and Idea 2 ends 2 d1 -— case (3)
Idea 2 starts 2 bls and Idea 2 ends 2 wie -- case (4)
Idea 2 starts 2 bis and Idea 2 ends 2 ale -- case (5)
Idea 2 starts 2 w1s and Idea 2 ends 2 dl -— case (6)
Idea 2 starts 2 wls and Idea 2 ends 2 w1e —- case (7)
Idea 2 starts 2 wls and Idea 2 ends 2 ale —— case (8) °
Idea 2 starts 2 d1 and Idea 2 ends 2 dl —- case (9)
Idea 2 starts 2 dl and Idea 2 ends 2 wie ·— case (10)
Idea 2 starts 2 dl and Idea 2 ends 2 ale -- case (11)
Idea 2 starts 2 wIe and Idea 2 ends 2 ale -- case (12)
Idea 2 starts 2 ale and Idea 2 ends 2 ale —- case (13)

Choose the relationship between "establish Brain Trust (I)? and "establish
trust development program (2)" by entering the corresponding case number: 11
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter ”y"

for yes and fn? for non n
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A list of 13 cases are2-

. Idea 3 starts 2 b2s and Idea 3 ends 2 b2s —- case (1)
Idea 3 starts 2 b2s and Idea 3 ends 2 w2s —· case (2)
Idea 3 starts 2 b2s and Idea 3 ends 2 d2 -- case (3)
Idea 3 starts 2 b2s and Idea 3 ends 2 w2e -- case (4)
Idea 3 starts 2 b2s and Idea 3 ends 2 a2e -· case (5)
Idea 3 starts 2 w2s and Idea 3 ends 2 d2 -- case (6)
Idea 3 starts 2 w2s and Idea 3 ends 2 w2e —· case (7)
Idea 3 starts 2 w2s and Idea 3 ends 2 a2e -— case (B)
Idea 3 starts 2 d2 and Idea 3 ends 2 d2 ·— case (9)
Idea 3 starts 2 d2 and Idea 3 ends 2 w2e —— case (10)
Idea 3 starts 2 d2 and Idea 3 ends 2 a2e -- case (11)Idea 3 starts 2 w2e and Idea 3 ends 2 a2e —— case (12) _
Idea 3 starts 2 a2e and Idea 3 ends 2 a2e ·- case (13)

Choose the relationship between *establish trust development program (2)*
and ”establish program for economic development (3)* by entering the
corresponding case numbert 11
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter

“y" Ä
for yes and *n* for no2 n

Q list of 13 cases are2—
Idea 4 starts 2 b3s and Idea 4 ends 2 b3s -- case (1)
Idea 4 starts 2 b3s and Idea 4 ends 2 w3s —- case (2)
Idea 4 starts 2 b3s and Idea 4 ends 2 d3 -- case (3)
Idea 4 starts 2 b3s and Idea 4 ends 2 w3e -— case (4)
Idea 4 starts 2 b3s and Idea 4 ends 2 a3e ·- case (5)
Idea 4 starts 2 w3s and Idea 4 ends 2 d3 -— case (6)
Idea 4 starts 2 w3s and Idea 4 ends 2 w3e -— case (7)
Idea 4 starts 2 w3s and Idea 4 ends 2 a3e -— case (8)
Idea 4 starts 2 d3 and Idea 4 ends 2 d3 -- case (9)
Idea 4 starts 2 d3 and Idea 4 ends 2 w3e -— case (10)
Idea 4 starts 2 d3 and Idea 4 ends 2 a3e ·— case (11)
Idea 4 starts 2 w3e and Idea 4 ends 2 a3e —- case (12)
Idea 4 starts 2 a3e and Idea 4 ends 2 a3e ·— case (13)

Choose the relationship between "establish program for economic development
(3)“ and "create trust development symbol (4)“ by entering the corresponding
case number: 11
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"
for yes and "n" for no: n

Q list of 13 cases are2-
Idea 5 starts 2 b4s and Idea 5 ends 2 b4s -- case (1)
Idea 5 starts 2 b4s and Idea 5 ends 2 w4s -— case (2)
Idea 5 starts 2 b4s and Idea 5 ends 2 d4 —- case (3)
Idea 5 starts 2 b4s and Idea 5 ends 2 w4e —— case (4)
Idea 5 starts 2 b4s and Idea 5 ends 2 a4e -- case (5) _
Idea 5 starts 2 w4s and Idea 5 ends 2 d4 -- case (6)
Idea 5 starts 2 w4s and Idea 5 ends 2 w4e —- case (7)
Idea 5 starts 2 w4s and Idea 5 ends 2 a4e -— case (B)
Idea 5 starts 2 d4 and Idea 5 ends 2 d4 -— case (9)
Idea 5 starts 2 d4 and Idea 5 ends 2 w4e —— case (10)
Idea 5 starts 2 d4 and Idea 5 ends 2 a4e -— case (11)
Idea 5 starts 2 w4e and Idea 5 ends 2 a4e -- case (12)
Idea 5 starts 2 a4e and Idea 5 ends 2 a4e -• case (13)

Choose the relationship between "create trust development symbol (4)" and
"create trust development slogan (5)" by entering the corresponding case
number: 7 · ‘ '
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"
for yes and *n* for no: n
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Q list of 13 cases are:-
Idea 6 starts 1 bäs and Idea 6 ends 1 b5s -- case (1)

‘ Idea 6 starts 1 bäs and Idea 6 ends 1 wäs -— case (2)
Idea 6 starts 1 bäs and Idea 6 ends 1 dä —- case (3)
Idea 6 starts 1 bäs and Idea 6 ends 1 wäe ·- case (4)
Idea 6 starts 1 bäs and Idea 6 ends 1 aäe -- case (ä)
Idea 6 starts 1 wäs and Idea 6 ends 1 dä —— case (6)
Idea 6 starts 1 wäs and Idea 6 ends 1 wäe -- case (7)
Idea 6 starts 1 wäs and Idea 6 ends 1 aäe -— case (ö)
Idea 6 starts 1 dä and Idea 6 ends 1 dä ·- case (9)
Idea 6 starts 1 dä and Idea 6 ends 1 wäe -— case (IO)
Idea 6 starts 1 dä and Idea 6 ends 1 aäe ·— case (11)
Idea 6 starts 1 wäe and Idea 6 ends 1 aäe —- case (12)
Idea 6 starts 1 aäe and Idea 6 ends 1 aäe -- case (13)

Choose the relationship between "create trust development slogan (ä)" and
"use general fund (6)" by entering the corresponding case number: 7
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"
for yes and "n" for no: n

Q list of 13 cases are:-
Idea 7 starts 1 b6s and Idea 7 ends 1 b6s -- case (1)
Idea 7 starts 1 b6s and Idea 7 ends 1 w6s -— case (2)
Idea 7 starts 1 b6s and Idea 7 ends 1 d6 -— case (3)
Idea 7 starts 1 b6s and Idea 7 ends 1 w6e —- case (4)
Idea 7 starts 1 b6s and Idea 7 ends 1 a6e —- case (5)
Idea 7 starts 1 w6s and Idea 7 ends 1 d6 -— case (6)
Idea 7 starts 1 w6s and Idea 7 ends 1 w6e -— case (7)
Idea 7 starts 1 w6s and Idea 7 ends 1 a6e —- case (ö)
Idea 7 starts 1 d6 and Idea 7 ends 1 d6 -- case (9)
Idea 7 starts 1 d6 and Idea 7 ends 1 w6e -- case (IO)
Idea 7 starts 1 d6 and Idea 7 ends 1 a6e —- case (11)
Idea 7 starts 1 w6e and Idea 7 ends 1 a6e -— case (12)
Idea 7 starts 1 a6e and Idea 7 ends 1 a6e -- case (13)

Choose the relationship between "use general fund (6)" and "request business
funding (7)" by entering the corresponding case number: 7
Do you want to change the number you just entered7 Enter "y"
for yes and "n" for no1 n

Q list of 13 cases are:-
Idea B starts 1 b7s and Idea ö ends 1 b7s -— case (1)
Idea ö starts 1 b7s and Idea ö ends 1 w7s -— case (2)
Idea ö starts 1 b7s and Idea ö ends 1 d7 —- case (3)
Idea S starts 1 b7s and Idea ö ends 1 w7e -— case (4)
Idea ö starts 1 b7s and Idea ö ends 1 a7e —- case (5)
Idea ö starts 1 w7s and Idea ö ends 1 d7 —— case (6)
Idea ö starts 1 w7s and Idea ö ends 1 w7e -- case (7)
Idea ö starts 1 w7s and Idea ö ends 1 a7e ·— case (8)
Idea ö starts 1 d7 and Idea ö ends 1 d7 —— case (9)
Idea ö starts 1 d7 and Idea ö ends 1 w7e —- case (IO)
Idea ö starts 1 d7 and Idea ö ends 1 a7e —- case (11)
Idea 8 starts 1 w7e and Idea ö ends 1 a7e —— case (12)
Idea ö starts 1 a7e and Idea ö ends 1 a7e —- case (13) »

Choose the relationship between "request business funding (7)" and "use
town TV station (ö)" by entering the corresponding case number: 12
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"
for yes and "n" for no: n

Q list of I3 cases are:-
Idea 9 starts 1 bös and Idea 9 ends 1 bös -- case (1)
Idea 9 starts 1 bös and Idea 9 ends 1 wös —- case (2)
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Idea 9 starts 2 bös and Idea 9 ends 2 dö —- case (3) I

Idea 9 starts 2 bös and Idea 9 ends 2 wöe —- case (4) I
Idea 9 starts 2 bös and Idea 9 ends 2 aöe —— case (5)
Idea 9 starts 2 wös and Idea 9 ends 2 dö -- case (6) I
Idea 9 starts 2 wös and Idea 9 ends 2 wöe -— case (7)
Idea 9 starts 2 wös and Idea 9 ends 2 aöe -— case (ö)
Idea 9 starts 2 dö and Idea 9 ends 2 dö -- case (9)
Idea 9 starts 2 dö and Idea 9 ends 2 wöe —- case (10)
Idea 9 starts 2 dö and Idea 9 ends 2 aöe -· case (11)
Idea 9 starts 2 wöe and Idea 9 ends 2 aöe —- case (12)
Idea 9 starts 2 aöe and Idea 9 ends 2 aöe ·- case (13)

Choose the relationship between "use town TV station (ö)” and "show old/new
business video (9)" by entering the corresponding case ÜUMDIPI 7
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter ”y“

for yes and "n" for no2 n

Q list of 13 cases are2-
Idea 10 starts 2 b9s and Idea 10 ends 2 b9s -- case (1)
Idea 10 starts 2 b9s and Idea 10 ends 2 w9s -- case (2)
Idea 10 starts 2 b9s and Idea 10 ends 2 d9 -- case (3)
Idea 10 starts 2 b9s and Idea 10 ends 2 w9e —— case (4)
Idea 10 starts 2 b9s and Idea 10 ends 2 a9e -— case (5)
Idea 10 starts 2 w9s and Idea 10 ends 2 d9 —- case (6)
Idea 10 starts 2 w9s and Idea 10 ends 2 w9e -- case (7)
Idea 10 starts 2 w9s and Idea 10 ends 2 a9e -— case (ö)
Idea 10 starts 2 d9 and Idea 10 ends 2 d9 -- case (9)
Idea 10 starts 2 d9 and Idea 10 ends 2 w9e —- case (10)
Idea 10 starts 2 d9 and Idea 10 ends 2 a9e -— case (11)
Idea 10 starts 2 w9e and Idea 10 ends 2 a9e -— case (12)
Idea 10 starts 2 a9e and Idea 10 ends 2 a9e -- case (13)

Choose the relationship between "show old/new business video (9)“ and
"invite personality visit (10)" by entering the corresponding case number: 7
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"
for yes and "n" for no: n

Q list of 13 cases äP€2*
Idea 11 starts 2 b10s and Idea 11 ends 2 b10s -- case (1)
Idea 11 starts 2 b10s and Idea 11 ends 2 w10s -— case (2)
Idea 11 starts 2 b10s and Idea 11 ends 2 d10 -— case (3)
Idea 11 starts 2 b10s and Idea 11 ends 2 wl0e —— case (4)
Idea 11 starts 2 b10s and Idea 11 ends 2 a10e -- case (5)
Idea 11 starts 2 w10s and Idea 11 ends 2 d10 —- case (6) ·
Idea 11 starts 2 w10s and Idea 11 ends 2 w10e -- case (7)
Idea 11 starts 2 w10s and Idea 11 ends 2 a10e —— case (ö)
Idea 11 starts 2 d10 and Idea 11 ends 2 d10 —— case (9)
Idea 11 starts 2 dl0 and Idea 11 ends 2 w10e —— case (10)Idea 11 starts 2 d10 and Idea 11 ends 2 a10e ·— case (11) I
Idea 11 starts 2 w10e and Idea 11 ends 2 a10e —— case (12)
Idea 11 starts 2 a10e and Idea 11 ends 2 a10e —— case (13) t
Choose the relationship between "invite personality visit (10)" and "create 4 I
symbol of future (11)" by entering the corresponding case number: 9
Do you want to change the number you just entered7 Enter "y" l

for yes and "n" for no: n

· I

Q list of 13 cases are2— · I
Idea 12 starts 2 blls and Idea 12 ends 2 blls -— case (1) I
Idea 12 starts 2 blls and Idea 12 ends 2 wlls -· case (2)
Idea 12 starts 2 b11s and Idea 12 ends 2 d11 —- case (3) I

Idea 12 starts 2 b11s and Idea 12 ends 2 wlle —— case (4) I
Idea 12 starts 2 b11s and Idea 12 ends 2 alle -· case (5)

I
I

I " I
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Idea 12 starts 2 wlls and Idea 12 ends 2 d11 -- case (6)
Idea 12 starts 2 wlls and Idea 12 ends 2 w11e -— case (7)
Idea 12 starts 2 w11s and Idea 12 ends 2 alle —· case (8)
Idea 12 starts 2 d11 and Idea 12 ends 2 dll -- case (9)
Idea 12 starts 2 d11 and Idea 12 ends 2 w11e —— case (10)
Idea 12 starts 2 d11 and Idea 12 ends 2 alle -— case (11)
Idea 12 starts 2 w11e and Idea 12 ends 2 alle —— case (12)
Idea 12 starts 2 alle and Idea 12 ends 2 a11e -- case (13)

Choose the relationship between "create symbol of future (11)" and "show
thanks for nice place (12)' by entering the corresponding case number: 7
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"
for yes and "n" for nos n

Q list of 13 cases are2—
Idea 13 starts 2 b12s and Idea 13 ends 2 b12s -- case (1)
Idea 13 starts 2 b12s and Idea 13 ends 2 w12s -- case (2)
Idea 13 starts 2 b12s and Idea 13 ends 2 d12 -— case (3)
Idea 13 starts 2 b12s and Idea 13 ends 2 w12e -- case (4)
Idea 13 starts 2 b12s and Idea 13 ends 2 a12e -- case (5)
Idea 13_starts 2 w12s and Idea 13 ends 2 d12 ·- case (6)
Idea 13 starts 2 w12s and Idea 13 ends 2 w12e —• case (7)
Idea 13 starts 2 w12s and Idea 13 ends 2 a12e -— case (B)
Idea 13 starts 2 d12 and Idea 13 ends 2 d12 -— case (9)
Idea 13 starts 2 d12 and Idea 13 ends 2 w12e -- case (10)
Idea 13 starts 2 d12 and Idea 13 ends 2 a12e —- case (11)
Idea 13 starts 2 w12e and Idea 13 ends 2 a12e —— case (12)
Idea 13 starts 2 a12e and Idea 13 ends 2 a12e —— case (13)

Choose the relationship between "show thanks for nice place (l2)" and
"create slogan for future (13)" by entering the corresponding case number: 11
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"
for yes and "n" for no: n

Q list of 13 cases are2—
Idea 14 starts 2 b13s and Idea 14 ends 2 b13s -— case (1)
Idea 14 starts 2 b13s and Idea 14 ends 2 w13s -— case (2)
Idea 14 starts 2 b13s and Idea 14 ends 2 d13 —— case (3)
Idea 14 starts 2 b13s and Idea 14 ends 2 w13e -- case (4)
Idea 14 starts 2 b13s and Idea 14 ends 2 a13e -— case (5)
Idea 14 starts 2 w13s and Idea 14 ends 2 d13 -— case (6)
Idea 14 starts 2 w13s and Idea 14 ends 2 w13e —— case (7)
Idea 14 starts 2 w13s and Idea 14 ends 2 a13e —- case (8)
Idea 14 starts 2 d13 and Idea 14 ends 2 d13 —— case (9)
Idea 14 starts 2 d13 and Idea 14 ends 2 w13e —- case (10)
Idea 14 starts 2 d13 and Idea 14 ends 2 a13e —- case (11)
Idea 14 starts 2 w13e and Idea 14 ends 2 a13e —— case (12)
Idea 14 starts 2 a13e and Idea 14 ends 2 a13e -· case (13)

Choose the relationship between "create slogan for future (13)" and "transfer
to 16 mm (14)" by entering the corresponding case number: 7
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"
for yes and "n" for no: n

IQ list of 13 cases are2— r
Idea 15 starts 2 b14s and Idea 15 ends 2 b14s -- case (1)
Idea 15 starts 2 b14s and Idea 15 ends 2 w14s —- case (2)
Idea 15 starts 2 b14s and Idea 15 ends 2 d14 -- case (3)

· Idea 15 starts 2 b14s and Idea 15 ends 2 w14e -— case (4) _ IIdea 15 starts 2 b14s and Idea 15 ends 2 a14e —- case (5) I
Idea 15 starts 2 w14s and Idea 15 ends 2 dl4 -- case (6)
Idea 15 starts 2 w14s and Idea 15 ends 2 w14e -— case (7) IIdea 15 starts 2 w14s and Idea 15 ends 2 a14e —— case (8)

I
2I
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Idea 15 starts 1 d14 and Idea 15 ends 1 d14 —— case (9) l

Idea 15 starts 1 d14 and Idea 15 ends 1 w14e —- case (10)
Idea 15 starts 1 d14 and Idea 15 ends 1 a14e —- case (11) 4
Idea 15 starts 1 w14e and Idea 15 ends 1 a14e —— case (12)
Idea 15 starts 1 a14e and Idea 15 ends 1 a14e -— case (13)

Choose the relationship between "transfer to 16 mm (14)“ and ”view at
Municipal Building (15)" by entering the corresponding case number: 8
Do_you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"
for yes and "n" for no1 n

Q list of 13 cases are1-
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 b15s -- case (1)
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 w15s -- case (2)
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 d15 —- case (3)
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 w15e —- case (4)
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e —— case (5)
Idea 16 starts 1 w15s and Idea 16 ends 1 d15 —— case (6)
Idea 16 starts 1 w15s and Idea 16 ends 1 w15e —— case (7)
Idea 16 starts 1 w15s and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e -- case (B)
Idea 16 starts 1 d15 and Idea 16 ends 1 d15 -- case (9)
Idea 16 starts 1 d15 and Idea 16 ends 1 w15e —- case (10)
Idea 16 starts 1 d15 and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e -- case (11)
Idea 16 starts 1 w15e and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e -· case (12)
Idea 16 starts 1 a15e and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e —- case (13)

Choose the relationship between "view at Municipal Building (15)" and "show
prospective businesses (16)" by entering the corresponding case number: 7
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"
for yes and "n" for no: n

There are 3 cases which are relevant in describing the
relationship with regard to start and finish between two ideas
Choose the case that represents the relationship between "establish Brain
Trust (1)“ and "establish program for economic development (3)" by entering
the corresponding number

Q list of 3 cases are:-
Idea 3 starts 1 d1 and Idea 3 ends : ale ·— case (11)
Idea 3 starts 1 wle and Idea 3 ends 1 ale —- case (12)
Idea 3 starts 1 ale and Idea 3 ends 1 ale —— case (13)

Choose the relationship between "establish Brain Trust (1)" and "establish
program for economic development (3)" by entering the corresponding case

· number: 13
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"
for yes and "n" for no: n
There are 3 cases which are relevant in describing the
relationship with regard to start and finish between two ideas
Choose the case that represents the relationship between "establish trust
development program (2)" and "create trust development symbol (4)" by
entering the corresponding number

Q list of 3 cases are1-
Idea 4 starts 1 d2 and Idea 4 ends 1 a2e —· case (11)
Idea 4 starts 1 w2e and Idea 4 ends 1 a2e -- case (12)

° Idea 4 starts 1 a2e and Idea 4 ends 1 a2e —- case (13)

Choose the relationship between "establish trust development program (2)"
and "create trust development symbol (4)" by entering the corresponding case
number: 13
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"
for yes and “n"»?or nd: n ° ' ' ' ‘ °‘ ‘ “
There are 3 cases which are relevant in describing the

I



relationship with regard to start and finlsh between two ideas

Choose the case that represents the relationship between
”use town TV station

(8)* and "create slogan for future (13)" by entering the corresponding

number

A list of 3 cases aren-
Idea 13 starts 1 d8 and Idea 13 ends 1 dB —— case (9)

Idea 13 starts 1 dB and Idea 13 ends 1 w8e -- case (10)

Idea 13 starts 1 d8 and Idea 13 ends 1 a8e ·- case (11)

Choose the relationship between *use town TV station
(8)“ and “create slogan

for future (13)“ by entering the corresponding case ÜUMDIPI 10

Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter
”y"

for yes and *n" for no1 n
Do you want to save your input? Enter

*y” or *n*1 y

Do you want to change your choice? Enter
”y* or “n*1 n

Appendnx A, An Example of a Computer Run
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l2() · ,
utput Idea Relatuon Array and Gantt Chart after Structunng

IDER STRUCTURING MENU

1 START A NEU NETWORK
. 2 RETR1EvE RN EXISTING NETWORK

I

3 LIST ALL IDEQ5 IN THE NETWORK
6 CONTINUE INPUT RELRTION ARRAY

s ADD NEU IDER(S)
6 MODIFY RELRTIONSHIP(S) RMONG IDEQS

7 M0¤1Fv DESCRIPTION OF IDER(S)
6 DELETE IDER<S)
9 MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEQ(5)

10 MODIFY THE NuM6ER OF DUMMV PRECEEDING IDERS

11 PRINT GQNTT CHQRT ONLY UHEN IDEQS ARE QLRERDY STRUCTURED

12 OUTPUT IDEQ RELRTION QRRQY GND GQNTT CHQRT AFTER STRUCTURXNG

13 OUTPUT A SUMMQRY OF sE¤UENcE GND DURQTION OF IDEQS

14 SAVE INEUT ¤ATA
9999 Ex1T ¤R06RAM

ChC•C•S€ BY! option by €Y•COY‘1T1Q the
C‘0Y‘Y‘€SpC¤Y•d1Y¤g Y•LIH1b€Y‘2 12

Do you want to change your chc·ice? Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n

I
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Relation Matrix For the "Business Appr•ciation" Example

Idea No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 0 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

2 0 0 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

3 0 0 0 11 11 11 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

4 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13

5 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13

7 0 •0 0 0 O 0 0 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 9 9 10 10 11 11

9 · 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 7 9 9 10 10 11 11

10 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 9 9 10 10 11 11

11 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 7 11 11 11 11

12 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 11 11

13 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 7 B B

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 B 6

1 5 0 O O O O 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 7

16 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Enter the unit of time which at most is 12 characters: weeks
Do you want to change the word you just entered° Enter "y"
for yes and "n" for no: n

Appendix A. An Example of a Computer Run 6l



Simplified Gantt Chart For the ”Business Appreciation" Example

Schedule of Ideas

weeks After Initialization Of Program

Idea No. Time -------—--··--)

Do you want to sort the start time of ideas in ascending
order? Enter "y” or "n": y
Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" or "n": n

1 establish Brain Trust .

2 establish trust development program

3 establish program for economic development

4 create trust development symbol ‘ 'mmmmmmmmgüwmuuwwv

5 create trust development slogan °

6 use general fund

7 request business funding _
_ äiiztlßtlfmiliiriählffiiüsswwwwßßvuuwuzx

B use town TV station ;i’l§;«ä'5?’„1§§&&'IS;«?§£.‘ZS;„’t'&’»‘§S„„„tl„‘*”"*2?„.*ZZ‘„§«‘sä'l¤.’i’.i‘é‘ä„t"?i&¥$£E?.?„.„.„*”’*‘i
9 show old/new business video

mwrmmsumatmxmemrmmeaxzximnuzzzznzmmrxramssaermnzmßxßzxsazzuvßiaxwnwxswßmir1-¤,w»·;»>zx«>auwem=1w¤·x=·~sxvw11

lO invite personality visit ;§’»Lw£„*M$'Z‘„ä?.§£K?L“ä5’€!?LT§1;'l§‘f?...„*¤‘„‘.‘».l?‘§§i$§‘éE5ZEZ.‘§„i’?”«—?«‘t„„.’*’*
ll create symbol of future
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12 show thanks for nice place

13 create slogan for future
V.14

transfer to 16 mm

15 view at Municipal Building

16 show prospect ive businesses
„„

miAppendixA. An Example of a Computer Run 63
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I3 Output a Summary of Sequence and Duration of Ideas _

IDEA STRUCTURING MENU

1 START A NEU NETUORK

2 RETRIEVE AN EXISTING NETUORK

3 LIST ALL IDEAS IN THE NETUORK

4 CONTINUE INPUT RELATION ARRAY

5 ADD NEU IDEA(S)

6 MODIFY RELATIONSHIPIS) AMONG IDEAS

7 MODIFY DESCRIPTION OF IDEACS)

B DELETE IDEAIS)

9 MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEA(S) _

IO MODIFY THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING IDEAS

u 11 PRINT GANTT CHART ONLY UHEN IDEAS ARE ALREADY STRUCTURED

12 OUTPUT IDEA•RELATION ARRAY AND GANTT CHART AFTER STRUCTURING

13 OUTPUT A SUMMARY OF SEQUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS

Iß SAVE INPUT DATA

9999 EXIT PROGRAM

Choose an option by entering the corresponding number: 13
Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n

Appendix A. An Example of a Computer Run
I
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A SUMMARY OF SEQUENCE AND DURATIGN OF IDEAS

Idea No. Preceeding Ideas Number of Duration
Dummy
Preceeding
Ideas

1 none O 2

2 1 O 3

3 2 O 3

4 1 O 2

· 5
'

1 O 2

6 3 O 2

7 E O 2

B none _ 0 6

9 4, 5, 6, 7
~

O 6

10 9 O 6

11 4,9 C) 2

12 9 O 2

13 5,9 0 4

14 9 O 4

15 9 O 5

16 9 O 5
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2 Rctricvc an Existlng Nctwvrk

IDEA STRUCTURING MENU

1 START A NEW NETWORK
2 RETRIEVE AN EXISTING NETWORK3‘

LIST ALL IDEAS IN THE NETWORK
4 CONTINUE INPUT RELATION ARRAY
5 ADD NEW IDEA<S)
6 MODIFY RELATIONSHIP(S) AMONG IDEAS7 MODIFY DESCRIPTION OF IDEA(S)8 DELETE IDEA£S)

9 MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEA(S) '10 MODIFY THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING IDEAS11 PRINT GANTT CHART ONLY WHEN IDEAS ARE ALREADY STRUCTURED
”

12 OUTPUT IDEA RELATION ARRAY AND GANTT CHART AFTER STRUCTURING13 OUTPUT A SUMMARY OF SEOUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS14 SAVE INPUT DATA
9999 EXIT PROGRAM

Choose an option by entering the corresponding number: E
Do you want to change your choice? Enter “y“

for yes and "n" for no: nEnter file name which is of DOS file type: test1a.dat
Do you want to display the title of idea structuring case?
Enter “y"

or "n": nExisting file contains: number of ideas, their description
and a list of their preceeding ideasDo you want to display them? Enter “y"

or "n": n
Existing file contains: number of ideas, idea description
a list of preceeding ideas and array of relationships
Do you want to display the array of relationships? Enter “y"

or "n": n

Appcndix B. Examplcs of Modifying Input
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3 List All Ideas In the Netwonlk

IDEA STRUCTURING MENU

1 START A EW NETWORK

2 RETRIEVE AN EXISTING NETWORK
I 3 LIST.ALL IDEAS IN THE ETWORK

4 CONTINUE INPUT RELATION ARRAY

5 ADD NEW IDEA<S)

6 MODIFY RELATIONSHIP(S) AMONG IDEAS

7 MODIFY DESCRIPTION OF IDEA(S)

8 DELETE IDEA(S)

9 MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEA(S)
1

10 MODIFY THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING IDEAS

11 PRINT GANTT CHART ONLY WHEN IDEAS ARE ALREADY STRUCTURED
-12

OUTPUT IDEA RELATION ARRAY AND GANTT CHART AFTER STRUCTURING

13 OUTPUT A SUMMARY OF SEOUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS

14 SAVE INPUT DATA

9999 EXIT PROGRAM

Choose an option by entering the corresponding number: 3
Do you want to change your choice? Enter

"y“ for yes and "n" for no: n

THIS IS A LIST OF IDEAS IN THE NETWORK WITH A LIST OF
ITS AREOEEDING IDEA AND THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING T
IDEAS

Idea 1 ·— establish Brain Trust
A list of its preceeding ideas is none

Idea 2 -— establish trust development program
A list of its preceeding ideas is 1

_ Idea 3 -- establish program for economic development
A list of its preceeding ideas is 2

Idea 4 - create trust development symbol
1

1
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Q list of its preceeding ideas is 1

Idea 5 -- create trust development slogan
R list of its preceeding ideas is 1

Idea 6 -- use general fund
R list of its preceeding ideas is 3

Idea 7 -— request business funding
A list of its preceeding ideas is 3

Idea 8 —- use town TV station
R list of its preceeding ideas 1s none

Idea 9 -- show old/new business video
R list of its preceeding ideas is 4,5,6,7

Idea 10 -- invite personality visit
Q list of its preceeding ideas is 9

Idea 11 ·— create symbol of future
Q list of its preceeding ideas is 4,9

Idea 12 ·- show thanks for nice place
Q list of its preceeding ideas is 9

Idea 13 —- create slogan for future ‘

9 list of its preceeding ideas is 5,9

Idea 14 -- transfer to 16 mm
Q list of its preceeding ideas is 9

Idea 15 -· view at Municipal Building
Q list of its preceeding ideas is 9

Idea 16 ·- show prospective businesses
Q list of its preceeding ideas is 9
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8 Delete Idea(s) _

IDEA STRUCTURING MENU

1 START A NEW NETWORK

2 RETRIEVE AN EXISTING NETWORK

3 LIST ALL IDEAS IN THE NETWORK

4 CONTINUE INPUT RELATION ARRAY

5 ADD NEW IDEA(S)

6 MODIFY RELATIONSHIP(S) AMONG IDEAS

7 MODIFY DESCRIPTION OF IDEA(S)

' B DELETE IDEA$S>

9 'MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEA(S) _

IO MODIFY THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING IDEAS

ll PRINT GANTT CHART ONLY WHEN IDEAS ARE ALREADY STRUCTURED

l2äOUTPUT IDEA RELATION ARRAY AND GANTT CHART AFTER STRUCTURING

13 OUTPUT A SUMMARY OF SEQUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS

14 SAVE INPUT DATA
e 9999 EXIT PROGRAM

Choose an option by entering the corresponding number: 8
Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n

‘
Enter the number of ideas to be deleted: 3
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter
"y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter the identification for the ideas to be deleted,
which can be in any order, one at a time and then press return: 16 14 15

Do you want to change any of the identification you
just entered? Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Do you want to save your input? Enter "y" or "n": n
Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" or "n": n

·n
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Relation Matrix For the “Bus1ness Appreciat1on" Example

' Idea No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

_ 1 0 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

2 O 0 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
I

3 0 _0 0 11 11 11 11 13 13 13 13 13 13

4 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 12 12 12 13 13 13

5 ° 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 12 12 12 13 13 13

· 6 O O 0 0 0 O 7 12 12 12 13 13 13

° 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 12 12 13 13 13

8 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 9 9 10

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 9 9 10

I 10 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 9 9 10
11 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O

*0
7 11

12 0 O O 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 O O 11

13 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Appendix B. Example: of Modifying Input
I
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. I4 Save Input Data

IDEA STRUCTURING MENU

1 START A NEW NETWORK

2 RETRIEVE AN EXISTING NETWORK -

3 LIST ALL IDEAS IN THE NETWORK .
4 CONTINUE INPUT RELATION ARRAY
5 ADD NEW IDEA(S)

S MODIFY RELATIONSHIP(S) AMONG IDEAS
7 MODIFY DESCRIPTION OF IDEA(S)
8 DELETE IDEA(S)

9 MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEA(S)
10 MODIFY THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING IDEAS I
11 PRINT GANTT CHART ONLY WHEN IDEAS ARE ALREADY STRUCTURED
12 OUTPUT IDEA RELATION ARRAY AND GANTT CHART AFTER STRUCTURING
13 OUTPUT A SUMMARY OF SEDUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS
14 SAVE INPUT DATA

9999 EXIT PROGRAM

Choose an option by entering the corresponding number: 14Do you want to change your choice° Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter file name which is of DOS file type: testlc.dat

Appendix B. Examples of Modifying Input L
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5 Add New Idea(s)

IDEA STRUCTURING MENU

1 START A NEW NETWORK

2 RETRIEVE AN EXISTING NETWORK

3 LIST ALL IDEAS IN THE NETWORK

4 CONTINUE INPUT RELATION ARRAY

5 ADD NEW IDEA(S)
‘

6 MODIFY RELATIONSHIP(S) AMONG IDEAS

7 MODIFY DESCRIPTION OF IDEA(S)

B DELETE IDEA(S)

9 MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEA(S>

10 MODIFY THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING IDEAS

11 PRINT GANTT CHART ONLY WHEN IDEAS ARE ALREADY STRUCTURED

12 OUTPUT IDEA RELATION ARRAY AND GANTT CHART AFTER STRUCTURING

13 OUTPUT A SUMMARY OF SEQUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS

14 SAVE INPUT DATA
‘

9999 EXIT PROGRAM

Choose an option by entering the corresponding number: 5

Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" for yes and "n“ for no: n

There are 13 ideas, excluding dummy ideas,
in the network. The resulting
number of ideas in the network should NOT be greater than 1OO

Enter the number of ideas, excluding dummy ideas, to be added: 3

Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter

"y" for yes and “n" for no: n
Idea description at most is 50 characters
Enter description for idea 14: transfer to 16 mm

Do you want to modify the description you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and “n" for no: n
Enter description for idea 15: view at Municipal Building
Do you want to modify the description you just entered?

Enter "y" for yes and “n" for no: n
Enter description for idea 16: show prospective businesses _

Do you want to modify the description you just entered? y

Enter "y" for yes and
“n" for no: n

If there is no preceeding idea, enter "none"
_ If there are more than one, list the identifications in

ascending order and separate each with only a comma
Enter the idea identification(s> which preceeds idea 14: 9

Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and “n" for no: n
Enter the idea identification<s) which preceeds idea 15: 9

Do you want to modify the list you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and

“n" for no: n
Enter the idea identificationtsx which preceeds idea 16: 9
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Do°you want to modify the list you just entered?‘
Enter "y“ for yes and "n" for no: n

Is there any dummy idea involved added in the network? Enter
"y“ for yes and "n" for no1 n
Do you want to change the character you just entered? Enter
"y“ for yes and "n" for non n

Qbbreviation of the relationship:-
b1s ¤ before idea 1 starts
wls • when idea 1 starts
d1

-
during idea 1

w1e • when idea 1 ends
ale ¤ after idea 1 ends

9 list of 13 cases are1-
Idea 14 starts 1 b13s and Idea 14 ends 1 b13s —- case (1)
Idea 14 starts 1 b13s and Idea 14 ends 1 w13s -- case (2)
Idea 14 starts 1 b13s and Idea 14 ends 1 d13 ·- case (3)
Idea 14 starts 1 b13s and Idea 14 ends 1 w13e —- case (4)
Idea 14 starts 1 b13s and Idea 14 ends 1 a13e —— case (5)
Idea 14 starts 1 w13s and Idea 14 ends 1 d13 -- case (6)
Idea 14 starts 1 w13s and Idea 14 ends 1 w13e -— case (7)
Idea 14 starts 1 w13s and Idea 14 ends 1 a13e -— case (8)
Idea 14 starts 1 d13 and Idea 14 ends 1 d13 ·- case (9)
Idea 14 starts 1 d13 and Idea 14 ends 1 w13e —· case (10)
Idea 14 starts 1 d13 and Idea 14 ends 1 a13e -— case (11)
Idea 14 starts 1 w13e and Idea 14 ends 1 a13e ·— case (12)
Idea 14 starts 1 a13e and Idea 14 ends 1 a13e -— case (13)

Choose the relationship between "create slogan for future (13)" and
"transfer to 16 mm (14)" by entering the corresponding case number: 7
Do you want to_change the number you just entered? Enter "y“

for yes and "n" for no: n

Q list of 13 cases are:-
Idea 15 starts 1 b14s and Idea 15 ends 1 b14s -- case (1)
Idea 15 starts 1 b14s and Idea 15 ends 1 w14s —- case (2)
Idea 15 starts 1 b14s and Idea 15 ends 1 dl4 —· case (3)
Idea 15 starts 1 b14s and Idea 15 ends 1 w14e -— case (4)
Idea 15 starts 1 b14s and Idea 15 ends 1 a14e -— case (5)
Idea 15 starts 1 w14s and Idea 15 ends 1 dl4 -— case (6)
Idea 15 starts 1 w14s and Idea 15 ends 1 w14e —— case (7)
Idea 15 starts 1 w14s and Idea 15 ends 1 a14e -— case (8)
Idea 15 starts 1 dl4 and Idea 15 ends 1 d14 -- case (9)
Idea 15 starts 1 d14 and Idea 15 ends 1 wl4e —— case (10)
Idea 15 starts 1 dl4 and Idea 15 ends 1 a14e —- case (11)
Idea 15 starts 1 w14e and Idea 15 ends 1 a14e —— case (12)
Idea 15 starts 1 a14e and Idea 15 ends 1 a14e ·· case (13)

Choose the relationship between "transfer to 16 mm (14)" and "view at
Municipal Building (15)" by entering the corresponding case number: 8
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y“

_for yes and "n" for no: n

1 Q list of 13 cases are:-
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 b15s -— case (1)
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 w15s —— case (2)
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 d15 —— case (3)
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 w15e -— case (4) ‘
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e -— case (5)
Idea 16 starts 1 w15s and Idea 16 ends 1 d15 -— case (6)
Idea 16 starts 1 w15s and Idea 16 ends 1 w15e -— case (7)
Idea 16 starts 1„w15s and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e —- case (8)
Idea 16 starts 1 d15 and Idea 16 ends 1 d15 —— case (9)
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Idea 16 starts 1 d15 and Idea 16 ends 1 w15e —— case (10)
· _ Idea 16 starts 1 d15 and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e -- case (11)
_ Idea 16 starts 1 w15e and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e -— case (12)
_ Idea 16 starts 1 a15e and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e -— case (13)

_ Choose the relationship between *view at Municipal Building (15)* and “show
° prospective businesses (16)” by entering the corresponding case numbers 7

Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter *y*
A [for yes and ”n* for no1 n

‘Do you want to save your input? Enter “y“ or 'h—l y
„Do you want to change your choice? Enter

"y” or *n*1 n
'Enter f11e name which is of DOS file type1 test1d.dat
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Relat ion Matrix For the "ßusiness Appreci at ton" Example

Idea No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

. 1 0 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

2 0 0 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

3 0 O 0 11 11 11 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

4 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13

5 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13

6 0 0 0 O 0 0 7 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13

7 0 O 0 0 0 O 0 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 9 9 10 10 11 11

9 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 9 9 10 10 11 11

10 0 0 O 0 O 0 0 0 0 O 9 9 10 10 11 11

·
11 0 0 0 O O O O O O O 0 7 11 11 11 11

12 0 0 0 O 0 O O 0 0 0 O 0 11 11 11 11

{13 0 O O 0 O O O O O O O 0 0 7 8 8

14 0 0 O 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 8

15 O O O O 0 0 O 0 O 0 0 0 0 O O 7

. 16 0 0 O 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 O 0

6 Modify RcIationship(s) Among Ideas

IDEA STRUCTURING MENU
”

1 BTART A NEU NETUORK

_ 2 RETRIEVE AN EXISTING NETUORK
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L 3 LIST ALL IDEAS IN THE NETUORK
l

6 CONTINUE INPUT RELATION ARRAY

. 5 ADD NEU IDEA(S)

7 6 MODIFY RELATIONSHIP(S) AMONG IDEAS
•

7 MODIFY DESCRIPTION OF IDEACS)
I 6 DELETE IDEA(S)

· 9 MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEA(S)

10 MODIFY TE NUMSER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING IDEAS

· 11 PRINT GANTT CHART ONLY UHEN IDEAS ARE ALREADYSTRUCTUREDI2

OUTPUT IDEA RELATION ARRAY AND GANTT CHART AFTER STRUCTURING
n 13 OUTPUT A SUMMARY OF SEQUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS

16 SAVE INPUT DATA
'

9999 EXIT PROGRAM

Choose an option by entering the corresponding number: 6
Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n

Enter the number of ideas to be modified: 2
Z Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter

"y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter the identification of the idea to be modified one at a time: 3
Do you want to change the number you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n

_ Enter the idea to be affected when 3 is
‘ modified one at a time: 2
' Do you want to change the number you just entered?

Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n
A list of 13 cases are:-
Idea 3 starts 2 b2s and Idea 3 ends 2 b2s -- case (1)
Idea 3 starts 2 b2s and Idea 3 ends 2 w2s —- case (2)

— Idea 3 starts 2 b2s and Idea 3 ends 2 d2 —- case (3)
Idea 3 starts 2 b2s and Idea 3 ends 2 w2e —— case (6)
Idea 3 starts 2 b2s and Idea 3 ends 2 a2e —- case (5)
Idea 3 starts 2 w2s and Idea 3 ends 2 d2 —— case (6)
Idea 3 starts 2 w2s and Idea 3 ends 2 w2e —- case (7)
Idea 3 starts 2 w2s and Idea 3 ends 2 a2e -- case (B)
Idea 3 starts 2 d2 and Idea 3 ends 2 d2 -- case (9)

L Idea 3 starts 2 d2 and Idea 3 ends 2 w2e —- case (10)
Idea 3 starts 2 d2 and Idea 3 ends 2 a2e -- case (11) '
Idea 3 starts 2 w2e and Idea 3 ends 2 a2e -— case (12)
Idea 3 starts 2 a2e and Idea 3 ends 2 a2e -- case (13)

Choose the relationship between “establish trust development program (2)“

» and "establish program for economic development (3)" by entering the
corresponding case number: 1
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"
for yes and *n" for no: n

7 If all the relationships affected by a modification
of 3 have been updated, enter "y" for yes
and "n" for no: y
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Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" for
yes and "n" for no1 n
Enter the identification of the idea to be modified one at a ÜIMII 16
Do you want to change the number you just entered?

° Enter "y" for yes and "n” for no1 n
Enter the idea to be affected when 16 is
modified one at a ÜÄMII 15

_ Do you want to change the number you just entered?
Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no1 n
A list of 13 cases are1-
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 b15s -— case (11
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 w15s -- case (2)

· Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 d15 -- case (3)
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 w15e ·— case (#1
Idea 16 starts 1 b15s and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e -- case (5) ·
Idea 16 starts 1 w15s and Idea 16 ends 1 d15 —— case (6)
Idea 16 starts 1 w15s and Idea 16 ends 1 w15e -- case (71
Idea 16 starts 1 w15s and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e ·— case (B1
Idea 16 starts 1 d15 and Idea 16 ends 1 d15 -— case (91
Idea 16 starts 1 d15 and Idea 16 ends 1 w15e ·- case (10)
Idea 16 starts 1 d15 and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e ·— case (11)
Idea 16 starts 1 w15e and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e -- case (12)
Idea 16 starts 1 a15e and Idea 16 ends 1 a15e -· case (13)

Choose the relationship between “view at Municipal Building (151" and “show
prospective businesses (161" by entering the corresponding case numbers 11
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter "y"

. for yes and "n" for no1 n

If all the relationships affected by a modification
of 16 have been updated, enter "y" for yes
and "n" for no: y

. Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" for
yes and “n" for no: n
Do you want to save your input? Enter “y“ or ”n"1 y
Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" or "n": n

— Enter file name which is of DOS file type: test1e.dat
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Relation Matrix For the ”Bu•1nes• 9pprec1at1on" Example

Idea No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 0 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
‘ 2 0 0 1 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

3 0 0 0 11 11 11 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
6 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13
9 - 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13

I 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13
I

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 9 9 10 10 11 11
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 9 9 10 10 11 11

-10 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 10 10 11 11
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 11 11 11 11
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 11 11

. 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 6 6
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11

I
« °‘ 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11 I

I
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7 Modify Description of Idca(s) ·

IDEA STRUCTURING MENU

Ä I START A NEW NETWORK
‘ 2 RETRIEVE AN EXISTING NETWORK

‘ 3 LIST ALL IDEAS IN THE NETWORK

4 CONTINUE INPUT RELATION ARRAY

5 ADD NEW IDEAIS)
l

. 6 MODIFY RELATIONSHIP(S) AMONG IDEAS

7 MODIFY DESCRIPTION OF IDEAtS)

8 DELETE IDEA<S)

9 MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEA<S)

I0 MODIFY THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING IDEAS

II PRINT GANTT CHART ONLY WHEN IDEAS ARE ALREADY STRUCTURED

I2 OUTPUT IDEA RELATION ARRAY AND GANTT CHART AFTER STRUCTURING

I3 OUTPUT A SUMMARY OF SEQUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS

T I4 SAVE INPUT DATA

9999 EXIT PROGRAM

Choose an option by entering the corresponding number: 7
Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n

Enter the number of ideas to be modified: E
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter
"y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Idea description is at most 50 characters

. Enter the identification of the idea to be modified one at a time: I4
Idea I4 -- transfer to I6 mm
Is this the idea you want to modify? Enter "y" or "n": y
Enter the modified idea description: transfer to I6 mm movie

_Do you want to modify the description you just entered? Enter "y" or "n": n
Enter the identification of the idea to be modified one at a time: I6

· Idea I6 —- show prospective businesses
Is this the idea you want to modify? Enter "y" or "n": y
Enter the modified idea description: show to potential businessmenn ·

Z Do you want to modify the description you just entered? Enter "y" or "n": y
Enter the modified idea description: show to potential businessmen
Do you want to modify the description you just entered? Enter "y" or "n": n
Do you want to save your input? Enter "y" or "n": y
Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" or "n": n
Enter file name which is of DOS file type: testIf.dat
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9 Modify_ the Ust of I>receeding.Idea(s)
. • ·

IDEA STRUCTURING MENU

1 START A NEW NETWORK -

2 ~RETRIEVE AN EXISTING NETWORK

3 LIST ALL IDEAS IN THE NETWORK
4

4 CONTINUE INPUT RELATION ARRAY

. 5 ADD NEW IDEA(S)

6 MODIFY RELATIONSHIP(S) AMONG IDEAS

7 MODIFY DESCRIPTION OF IDEA(S) ·

8 DELETE IDEA(S)

9 MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEA(S)

10 MODIFY THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING IDEAS

11 PRINT GANTT CHART ONLY WHEN IDEAS ARE ALREADY STRUCTURED

12 OUTPUT IDEA RELATION ARRAY AND GANTT CHART AFTER STRUCTURING

13 OUTPUT A SUMMARY OF SEQUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS

· 14 SAVE INPUT DATA

9999 EXIT PROGRAM

Choose an option by entering the corresponding number: 9
Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n

Enter the number of ideas for which the preceeding idea(s>
are to be modified: 2

‘ Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter
"y" for yes and "n" for no: n
If there is no preceeding idea, enter ”none"
If there are more than one, list the identifications in
ascending order and separate each with only a comma
Enter the identification of the idea of which the preceeding
ideats) is to be modified, one at a time: 14
Idea 14 -- transfer to 16 mm movie

' A list of its preceeding ideas is 9‘Is
this the idea you want to modify? Enter "y" or "n": y

Enter the modified list of preceeding idea<s>: 5,9
Do you want to modify the list you just entered? Enter

.
Ny)!Enter the identification of the idea of which the preceeding
ideats) is to be modified, one at a time: 16
Idea 16 —— show to potential businessmen

'
A list of its preceeding ideas is 9
Is this the idea you want to modify? Enter "y" or "n": y
Enter the modified list of preceeding idea(s): 5,9 -
Do you want to modify the l ist you just entered? Ent er
llyll Ilhll : n
Do you want to save your input? Enter "y" or "n": y
Do you want to change your choice? Enter

“y" or "n": n
Enter file name which is of DOS file type: test1f.dat
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10 Modify the Number of Dummy Preceeding Ideas I

· IDEA STRUCTURING MENU

1 START A NEW NETWORK

2 RETRIEVE AN EXISTING NETWORK

3 LIST ALL IDEAS IN THE NETWORK

4 CONTINUE INPUT RELATION ARRAY

5 ADD NEW IDEA(S>

6 MODIFY RELATIONSHIP(S) AMONG IDEAS
I

7 MODIFY DESCRIPTION OF IDEA<S)

8 DELETE IDEA<S)
I

9 MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEA<S>

10 MODIFY THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING IDEAS

11 PRINT GANTT CHART ONLY WHEN IDEAS ARE ALREADY STRUCTURED

12 OUTPUT IDEA RELATION ARRAY AND GANTT CHART AFTER STRUCTURING

13 OUTPUT A SUMMARY OF SEQUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS

14 SAVE INPUT DATA

9999 EXIT PROGRAM

N Choose an option by entering the corresponding number: IO
Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n

Enter the number of ideas for which the number of dummy
preceeding idea(s> are to be modified: 1
Do you want to change the number you just entered? Enter
"y" for yes and "n" for no: n
Enter the identification of the idea of which the number
of dummy preceeding ideats) is to be modified, one at a time: 7

‘
Idea 7 -— request business funding‘ Number of its dummy preceeding ideas is 0
Is this the idea you want to modify? Enter "y" or "n": n
Enter the identification of the idea of which the number
of dummy preceeding ideats) is to be modified, one at a time: 7_

_ °Idea 7 -— request business funding I ·
Number of its dummy preceeding ideas is O
Is this the idea you want to modify? Enter "y" or "n": y

· Enter the modified number of dummy preceeding idea(s):2_
Do you want to modify the number you just entered? Enter "y" or "n": n I

Do you want to save your input? Enter "y" or "n": y
Do you want to change your choice?_Enter "y" or "n": n
Enter file name which is of DOS file type: test1f.dat

e I
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II

3ListAllId¢asI¤tl1cNctwod¢ ·'

IDEA STRUCTURING MENU

1 START A NEW NETWORK
I

2 RETRIEVE AN EXISTING NETWORK

A 3 LIST ALL IDEAS IN THE NETWORK

4 CONTINUE INPUT RELATION ARRAY

5 ADD NEW IDEA(S)

6 MODIFY RELATIONSHIP(S) AONG IDEAS

7 MODIFY DESCRIPTION OF IDEA(S)

8 DELETE IDEA(S)

9 MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEA(S)

10 MODIFY THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING IDEAS

ll PRINT GANTT CHART ONLY WHEN IDEAS ARE ALREADY STRUCTURED
” 12 OUTPUT IDEA RELATION ARRAY AND GANTT CHART AFTER STRUCTURING

13 OUTPUT A SUMMARY OF SEOUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS

14 SAVE INPUT DATA
I 9999 EXIT PROGRAM

I Choose an option by entering the corresponding number: 3
Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n

THIS IS A LIST OF IDEAS IN THE NETWORK WITH A LIST OF
_ ITS PRECEEDING IDEA AND THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING
. IDEAS

Idea 1 -- establish Brain Trust
A list of its preceeding ideas is none

I
Idea 2 —- establish trust development program
A list of its preceeding ideas is 1

I °Idea 3 —— establish program for economic development
A list of its preceeding ideas is 2

Idea 4 —— create trust development symbol
A list of its preceeding ideas is 1 I

· Idea 5 -- create trust development slogan
_ A list of its preceeding ideas is 1
”

Idea 6 -- use general fund
A list of its preceeding ideas is 3 I

Idea 7 -- request business funding I
A list of its preceeding ideas is 3

- Number of its dummy preceeding ideas is 2
I
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. Idea 8 -- use town TV station
·

Q list of its preceeding ideas is none

Idea 9 - show old/new business video

Q list of its preceeding ideas is #,5,6,7

Idea 10 -- invite personality visit
Q list of its preceeding ideas is 9

Idea 11 -- create symbol of future
Q list of its preceeding ideas is #,9

Idea 12 -- show thanks for nice place

Q list of its preceeding ideas is 9

Idea 13 -- create slogan for future
Q list of its preceeding ideas is 5,9

Idea 1# 7- transfer to 16 mm movie
Q list of its preceeding ideas is 5,9

Idea 15 -- view at Municipal Building

Q list of its preceeding ideas is 9

Idea 16 -- show to potential businessmen

Q list of its preceeding ideas is 5,9
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· I3 Output a Summary of Sequence and Duration of Ideas

IDEA STRUCTURING MENU

I
1 START A NEW NETWORK

2 RETRIEVE AN EXISTING NETWORK

3 LIST ALL IDEAS IN THE NETWORK

· « CONTINUE INPUT RELATION ARRAY
5 ADD NEW IDEA(S)
6 MODIFY RELATIONSHIP(S) AMONG IDEAS

7 MODIFY DESCRIPTION OF IDEA(S)
I

B DELETE IDEA(S)

9 MODIFY THE LIST OF PRECEEDING IDEA<S)

10 MODIFY THE NUMBER OF DUMMY PRECEEDING IDEAS

11 PRINT GANTT CHART ONLY uHEN IDEAS ARE ALREADY STRUCTURED

12 OUTPUT IDEA RELATION ARRAY AND GANTT CHART AFTER STRUCTURING

13 OUTPUT A SUMMARY OF SEQUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS

lk SAVE INPUT DATA
9999 EXIT AROGRAM

Choose an option by entering the corresponding number: 13
Do you want to change your choice? Enter "y" for yes and "n" for no: n

I
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_ Q SUMMQRY OF SEQUENCE AND DURATION OF IDEAS

Idea No. Preceeding Ideas Number of Duration
‘ Dummy

Preceeding
Ideas

, 1 none O 2

· 2 1 0 3

3 2 0 3

6 1 0 2

5 1 0 2

_ 6 , 3 0 a

7 3 2 2
V

B none O 6

9 ¢•., 5., 6., 7 0 6

10 9 0 6

1 1 4, 9 0 2

12 9 O 2

13 5., 9 0 4

14 5,9 0 h

15 9 0 5

16 5,9 O 5

1

1I
I

1

11
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